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a b s t r a c t
An approach based on millisecond pulsed laser is proposed for thermal fatigue property evaluation in this
paper. Cyclic thermal stresses and strains within millisecond interval are induced by complex and transient temperature gradients with pulsed laser heating. The influence of laser parameters on surface temperature is studied. The combination of low pulse repetition rate and high pulse energy produces small
temperature oscillation, while high pulse repetition rate and low pulse energy introduces large temperature shock. The possibility of application is confirmed by two thermal fatigue tests of compacted graphite iron with different laser controlled modes. The developed approach is able to fulfill the preset
temperature cycles and simulate thermal fatigue failure of engine components.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Thermal fatigue due to varying working temperature is one of
the damage mechanisms that occur on the surface of engine combustion chamber components in the automotive industry [1,2], and
is becoming serious with the development of higher power density
engine. Therefore, it is of great importance to evaluate the thermal
fatigue property under simulated thermal loading condition in the
early conception stages. Two different kinds of temperature fluctuation range both exist in an internal combustion engine [3,4],
which is 100–300 °C with uncertain frequency and 20–50 °C with
typical frequency of 1–10 Hz. Several experimental methods with
different heat sources have been developed to simulate and accelerate thermal damage, such as high frequency wire coil, localized
flame, quartz lamp, and so on [5,6]. However, these heating methods show energy dispersity and difficulty in precise control.
Nowadays, laser is considered as a kind of ideal heat source due
to its high spatial and temporal controllability [7]. Laser thermal
fatigue experiments have been researched for the past few decades, and applied to rail steel, gas turbine, nuclear power plant,
thermal barrier coating system and so on [8–11]. The current studies mainly focus on the fast heating features of continuous wave
laser. Nevertheless, due to its intrinsic nature, it is difficult for
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the continuous wave laser to accomplish cyclic energy output in
millisecond interval, especially for the engine conditions.
On the contrary, pulsed laser can realize energy output in pulse
form, which has been widely used owe to its easy regulation of
pulse duration, precise control of pulse repetition rate and high
pulse energy [12]. Recently, the ultra-short pulsed lasers, which
are with a few to dozens of nanosecond (ns), picosecond (ps) or
femtosecond (fs) time durations, are attractive in evaluation of
thermal and mechanical properties [13–15]. However, the extremely high peak power of ultra-short pulsed lasers would break
down the surrounding material easily and cause undesired local
surface damage. In addition, the characteristic time for heat conduction can be deduced from Fourier’s heat conduction equation
which is used to analyze the temperature evolution during thermal
fatigue. It is expressed as a function of material properties, such as
density, specific heat, characteristic body length and thermal conductivity approximately [16]. Taking the thermo-physical properties of general metals and the characteristic length of millimeter
scale into account, the estimated characteristic time is of milliseconds order, which is consistent with the common working period
of engine components. Therefore, a millisecond (ms) pulsed laser
is more adaptable as heat sources for thermal fatigue experiments.
As for the ms pulsed laser, the energy cumulative effect is noticeable when the pulse repetition rate is high enough, which reflects
the thermal and mechanical effect of laser-material interaction.
Consequently, the ms pulsed laser has aroused general concern
and has been used in thermal fatigue test [17–19]. M. Schaus
et al. [17] have performed the analyses on thermal shock and
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thermal fatigue properties of railroad steel sample by pulsed YAG
laser with pulse duration of 15 ms. Muneharu Kutsuna et al. [18]
have analyzed the life time of Cr-Mo ferritic steel used for turbine
housing after thermal fatigue test induced by ms pulsed laser.
However, thermal fatigue tests with complex cycles using ms
pulsed laser, especially designed for engine working conditions,
have not been available in the scientific literature. Additionally,
researches about the effects of laser parameters on the surface
temperature response during thermal cycles are rarely reported.
Creatively, a novel approach of thermal fatigue experiment
based on millisecond YAG pulsed laser is developed here, which
can produce complex and transient temperature cycles. Particular
emphasis is placed on the temperature change of compacted graphite iron with laser parameters, such as pulse energy, pulse duration and repetition rate, and the relationship is established for
experimental parameter design. In addition, two experiments with
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different control modes are conducted, and the evolution process
of thermal fatigue crack initiation and propagation is discussed.
2. Experimental method and material
2.1. Basic principle of experimental method
In order to simulate the cyclic response of thermal stress and
strain, and analyze the initiation and propagation mechanism of
thermal crack, appropriate and transient temperature gradients
are expected to induce in the specimen according to actual conditions. Depending on the pulse waveform and combination of laser
parameters, two different kinds of pulsed laser tests can be realized: laser irradiation with a high pulse repetition rate (Fig. 1(a1)) utilizing surface temperature accumulation effect for large
thermal shock (Fig. 1(a-2)); heating to the maximum temperature

Fig. 1. Schematic variation diagrams of input energy, temperature, thermal strain and thermal stress during pulsed laser thermal fatigue tests. (a) Laser parameters of single
group; (b) combination form of laser parameters.
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with a high pulse repetition rate followed by small temperature
oscillations using a low pulse repetition rate (as shown in Fig. 1
(b-1) and (b-2)). Such transient temperature gradients cause
thermo-elastic strains and stresses, which are connected together
based on the thermal expansion a, temperature gradient DT and
Young’s modulus E. Rapid heating of local sample surface makes
the thermal expansion obstructed and produces compressive thermal stress, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a-3) and (a-4). Similar phenomenon can be observed under the parameters combination of
two groups, as presented in Fig. 1(b-3) and (b-4). Due to the surface
heating feature of laser, there is still a large temperature gradient
between the surface and substrate even at the end of heating
phase. Once the local thermal stress exceeds the yield limit of
material, plastic deformation occurs, resulting in irreversible thermal damage. If the thermal damage is accumulated to a certain
extent, the thermal crack would begin to initiate and propagate,
leading to thermal fatigue failure eventually.
To sum up, the basic principle of pulsed laser thermal fatigue
test is, controlling energy distribution for inducing particular temperature field in specimen, producing a large temperature gradient
which is based on the expansion obstruction and contraction
obstruction, in order to accelerate thermal damage in dangerous
areas.

2.2. Experimental apparatus
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.

The developed apparatus allows to perform thermal fatigue test
in a very flexible way, regardless of geometry and dimensions of
the specimen, and to control the whole process with intelligence
and automation. The schematic diagram of the proposed experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2, which includes a millisecond
pulsed laser, temperature measure instrument, in-situ observation
microscope, cooling recirculating device, sample holder and
related control software.
Specifically, Nd:YAG Quantel IQL-10 pulsed laser with a wavelength of 1.064 lm is applied in the test with the maximum pulse
energy of 45 J. The waveform of energy can be designed as square
wave, triangle wave, sine wave or other type. Laser beam is delivered via optical fiber to the focusing output module, and irradiated
at 10° to the vertical direction of sample surface, in order to avoid
back reflection to optical fiber and lens. The laser beam has a Gaussian energy distribution at the irradiated surface. By altering the
working distance between sample and lens, the diameter of laser
spot can be changed (a spot size of 8 mm in diameter here). The
above adjustment is achieved by the inclination and up-down
movement of the sample holder.
The temperature measure instrument includes contact and
non-contact methods. Temperature in the center of laser spot on
the sample surface is measured by an infrared pyrometer and fed
back to the control software as a closed-loop control signal. Temperature in the base outside the laser irradiation area is recorded
using several thermocouples. The in-situ observation microscope
can provide the evolution process of sample surface during the
experiment constantly. The information includes the distribution,
density, length and width of cracks, which can be directly transmitted to the control unit for real-time analysis.
The cooling recirculating system is flexible to achieve the
required cooling rate, by selecting the appropriate cooling medium
such as compressed air, water and so on. The sample holder can be
designed to accommodate any possibility for active cooling. As for
air cooling of the specimen backside, a gas nozzle is set for the airflow guidance, which is controlled by a variable flowmeter through
the PC software (as shown in Fig. 2). Another cooling method is
putting the specimen on the copper block which is water cooled
to keep the bottom temperature of specimen lower.

The main function of control software is to record the temperature data and surface image, and to send operation instructions
towards the laser and the cooling circulation system according to
the chosen cycle mode. The fatigue test can be conducted in either
time-controlled mode, or temperature-controlled mode, which the
logic diagram is presented in Fig. 3. The former one is realized by
setting heating duration th, cooling duration tc and holding time
in a thermal cycle, while the latter one is achieved by setting maximum temperature Tmax, minimum temperature Tmin and holding
time. Whichever is chosen, the parameter setting of pulsed laser
can be diverse in both pulse waveform and pulse parameters
combination.
2.3. Investigated material
The tested material is compacted graphite iron (CGI), EN-GJV300, which is common used in combustion chamber components
of diesel engine, owing to its excellent thermal fatigue resistance.
The chemical composition is given in Table 1. Surface morphology
of the cast iron specimen is investigated by optical microscope.
Fig. 4 shows the typical microstructure of un-etched sample surface before tests. Almost all the graphite phase is vermicular with
average length of about 70 lm, and some spherical graphite scatters in the matrix.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Temperature response of different pulse energy
In the following discussion, the data presented is measured
with compressed air cooling (10 L/min) at the bottom of specimen,
if there is not noted specially.
When considering the influence of pulse energy on the surface
temperature, the other parameters, i.e. pulse duration (10 ms), repetition rate (1 Hz), diameter of laser spot (8 mm) and testing time
(60 s) are fixed. A low repetition rate is selected in order to present
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fatigue test without mechanical loading or with constant mechanical loading, related research about the effect of thermal superimposed HCF on thermal LCF performance, and the threshold of
thermal HCF strain range hasn’t been reported yet, which will be
the future working direction.
3.2. Temperature response of different pulse duration
In addition, the effect of pulse duration at different repetition
rates is discussed. Assuming that pulse energy (5 J) is keep constant, when the pulse width is set as 10 ms and 2 ms, i.e., the peak
power is increased five times, and results are revealed in Fig. 7.
When the laser repetition rate stays at a low level, as shown in
Fig. 7(a) and (b), cooling time of each pulse interval is long enough
to eliminate the effect of higher peak power, so the heating behavior is almost the same. Since the repetition rate is up to 10 Hz or
higher, as shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d), the temperature rises faster
with shorter pulse width. With regard to the laser parameter
design, the combination of shorter pulse duration and higher repetition rate is recommended for fast heating test.
3.3. Temperature response of different repetition rate

Fig. 3. Logic diagram of the control software.

the results clearly. Four values of pulse energy are tested: 5 J, 10 J,
15 J, 20 J, and the surface temperature curves with diverse pulse
energy are demonstrated in Fig. 5. Although the base temperature
measured by thermocouple (see dotted line in Fig. 5) increased
gradually in the laser heating process due to the cooling limitation
of compressed air, surface temperature fluctuation amplitude
caused by each pulse is almost the same for a given energy. Therefore, the maximum and minimum value of each fluctuation can be
identified separately and connected together, forming the upper
envelope curve and the lower envelope curve (shown in Fig. 5).
The average value of the difference between the upper and lower
envelope is defined as the temperature fluctuation range (written
as DT) caused by single pulse. It should be noted that, the first
pulse energy is unstable, showing obviously smaller value than
others, which should be excluded in the average calculation of DT.
Using the above method, each DT corresponding to a specific
energy level in Fig. 5 is calculated. Then, the correlation between
temperature range DT and pulse energy is revealed in Fig. 6. DT
caused by single pulse rises with the increasing energy, presenting
a nonlinear relationship. As for the design of thermal high cycle
fatigue (HCF) test with relatively small temperature oscillation of
20–50 °C, thermo-elastic strain De and DT is based on the connection with thermal expansion coefficient a. Studies of the mechanical superimposed HCF effect on thermomechanical low cycle
fatigue (LCF) property have been found in literatures [20–22],
and the existence of HCF strain range threshold for three typical
cast iron materials is proved. However, for the laser thermal

Furthermore, in order to assess the impact of repetition rate,
study is carried out based on the same pulse duration (10 ms)
and pulse energy (5 J). Fig. 8 demonstrates the temperature-time
curve of different repetition rates. From the low repetition rate
curve like 1 Hz and 4 Hz (see the insert graph in Fig. 8), it can be
seen that the surface temperature within the laser irradiated
region shows periodic oscillation. The temperature rises rapidly
at the beginning of laser pulse, and decreased sharply once the
pulse is finished, which is consistent with the simulation results
in literatures [23–25]. During laser irradiation, most of the laser
energy is absorbed by the surface and converted into internal
energy, resulting in a transient temperature increase on the surface. This phenomenon dominates over the conducted energy
transportation from surface vicinity to solid bulk. After the end
of pulse, the heat loss because of heat transfer to non-irradiated
area, heat convection and radiation to environment, and then the
surface temperature dropped suddenly. In the process of repetitive
laser irradiation, the absorption of laser energy presents an intermittent heating effect. With the increase of pulse repetition rate
(more than 8 Hz), the temperature oscillation weakened gradually.
When pulse repetition rate increases to a certain extent (almost
20 Hz), the oscillation characteristics of temperature will disappear, and the temperature response behaves similarly as a continuous wave laser.
In the LCF experiments with a large thermal shock, in order to
produce impressive temperature change between heating stage
and cooling stage, further analysis of heating rate is needed. However, the cooling rate depends on the cooling medium and its flow
rate, which will be discussed in the next section. The typical fast
heating curve induced by pulsed laser is demonstrated in Fig. 9,
testing by the following laser parameters: 5 J, 2 ms, 20 Hz. As can
be seen from it, in the early stage of laser irradiation, the surface
temperature increases remarkably, due to the heat accumulation
in a short time which is not able to transfer inward. In the next
stage, heat conduction and thermal loading reaches a balance on
the surface gradually, achieving a near-linear relationship between
heating rate and time. The first stage is called ‘‘rapid heating stage”
(‘‘stage a” marked in Fig. 9), which covers the time from heating
start (0, 0) to the beginning of near-linear increase (ti, Ti). The second stage is called ‘‘near-linear heating stage” (‘‘stage b” marked in
Fig. 9), covering the beginning of near-linear increase (ti, Ti) to
heating end (tm, Tm). Therefore, the near-linear heating rate v can
be calculated with v = (Tm Ti)/(tm ti).
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Table 1
Measured chemical composition in weight percent of EN-GJV-300.
C

Si

Mn

S

P

Cu

Fe

3.38

1.90

0.10

0.37

0.019

0.97

Bal.

Fig. 4. Microstructure of specimen before thermal fatigue test (un-etched).

With regard to Fig. 9, since the pulse width and pulse energy are
identical for specific material, the initial temperature of ‘‘stage b”
(Ti) increases with the augment of pulse repetition rate. Furthermore, similar behavior can be observed by changing the pulse
width and pulse energy respectively. Taking pulse repetition rate
as the horizontal axis, Ti as the vertical axis, the above results are
illustrated in Fig. 10. For a specific group of laser parameters, Ti
and repetition rate presents a linear increase trend. The slope can
be obtained after linear fitting of experimental results, as the table
shown in Fig. 10. The slope increases with higher pulse energy and
shorter pulse duration. During the experimental parameters
design, Ti can be predicted according to the selected pulsed laser
parameters, which is used as initial value for the final Tm
estimation.
Besides the Ti value, when counting the maximum temperature
Tm, the near-linear heating rate v is also required. The corresponding near-linear heating rate v in Fig. 10 is calculated, and the relationship between v and average power density is presented in
Fig. 11. The reason for choosing average power density rather than

Fig. 5. Temperature curve with different pulse energy.
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material. The required heating rate v can be estimated according to
the maximum temperature Tmax and heating time theat in a thermal
cycle. In conclusion, appropriate pulsed laser parameters for LCF
experiment with temperature range of 100–300 °C can be selected
based on the above analysis.
3.4. Thermal fatigue experiment with temperature-controlled mode

Fig. 6. Relationship between temperature range DT and pulse energy.

peak power density as an independent variable x, is because it considers the influence of pulse energy, pulse width and repetition
rate generally. There is a linear relationship between them, and
the fitting curve is also shown in Fig. 11 with dash line,
which reflects the heating capacity of pulsed laser for a particular

The first thermal fatigue experiment is carried out on block
sample (size of 10  10  25 mm3) made of EN-GJV-300 material.
It is done using the proposed experimental system in Fig. 2, and
conducted by PC programmed software with temperaturecontrolled mode. The surface temperature is set to change from
150 °C to 400 °C. Backside air cooling is used to produce desired
temperature gradient across the thickness direction. The laser
pulse width, pulse energy and repetition rate are fixed to 2 ms,
5 J and 20 Hz respectively, according the above analysis. The temperature curve of 10 cycles is demonstrated in Fig. 12. The thermal
cycle loading exhibits repeatability by comparing the temperature
values in different cycles. The temperature change range in the
center of heating surface is 250 °C as presetting, however, the temperature in the base of specimen shifts between 120 °C and 210 °C.
As can be seen from Fig. 12, there is still temperature difference
about 30 °C between the surface and the base even at the end of
the cooling stage, mainly due to the cooling limitation of compressed air.

Fig. 7. Temperature curve with different pulse duration.
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Fig. 8. Temperature curve with different repetition rate.

Fig. 9. Two stages of rapid heating process.

It is worth noting that, even the temperature-controlled mode
is used, the heating time and cooling time of each cycle, except
for the first cycle, is almost the same, which is about 30 s and
55 s respectively. In this experiment, only one group of laser
parameters is used. Obviously, a variety combination of laser
parameters, and waveform transform can be set up to achieve
more complex loading style.
Surface crack is observed after 4500 cycles by optical microscope, as shown in Fig. 13. The sample surface is seriously oxidized
(Fig. 13(a)) after long time exposure to high temperature environment in the air. Nevertheless, the thermal fatigue crack is still visible. After removal of the oxide layer, presented in Fig. 13(b), it is
more clearly to observe the crack morphology and analyze the
mechanism of crack formation. Extensive cracks with length of
more than 300 lm and width of 5–10 lm are formed on the spec-

imen surface. With high heat flux input and surface rapid heating
by the pulsed laser, relatively large temperature gradient is
induced across the depth direction of specimen during the whole
thermal cycles. Especially at the beginning of cooling stage, the
temperature discrepancy of different areas may reach 200 °C.
Therefore, a high instantaneous tensile thermal stress on the heating surface is produced, even though the residual compressive
stresses induced by laser heating are greatly reduced as compared
to the uniform heating cases. These dynamic transient tensile thermal stresses may become a predominant driving force for crack
propagation, mainly because of the fast dynamic loading characteristics near the crack tip. At the same time, the oxidizing gas
penetrates into the metal matrix along the crack tip, causing
severe internal oxidation and accelerating thermal fatigue failure
process.
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Fig. 10. Linear relationship between initial temperature Ti and pulse repetition rate.

Fig. 11. Linear relationship between near-linear heating rate v and average power density.

3.5. Thermal fatigue experiment with time-controlled mode
The second experiment is conducted on cylinder sample (size of

U25  10 mm3) manufactured with the same material as Section 3.4. The other settings, such as surface process, temperature
measurement, heat source, are identical as the first example. The
test is going on with time-controlled mode, which the heating
and cooling time are both fixed to 60 s. The laser parameters are
set to 2 ms, 6 J and 30 Hz respectively. Considering the cooling limitation of compressed air, another cooling method which the specimen is put on a copper block with water cooled inside is applied.
Fig. 14 shows the temperature curve of 10 cycles during the experiment process. These testing conditions generate maximum surface
temperature swings from 30 °C to 200 °C, while the temperature
fluctuation of the base is between 30 °C and 80 °C. Owing to the
improvement of cooling, the surface temperature decreases rapidly

to almost the same as the base once the cooling phase begins, and
then the whole specimen is cooled without temperature discrepancy until the end of cooling stage, resulting in the same starting
temperature of heating stage for each cycle. Another effect of cooling medium change is the maximum heating temperature drops to
200 °C, which may not cause severe oxidation during the test.
The thermal crack development is demonstrated in Fig. 15, and
no further polishing is made between the observation intervals in
order to reflect the continuous process. Because of the existence of
graphite, which can be seen from the original surface morphology
in Fig. 15(a), the interface between metal matrix and graphite
phase in cast iron provides potential crack source. After 100 cycles,
several microcracks initiate at the tips of vermicular graphite,
which are pointed out by arrows in Fig. 15(b). Due to stress concentration at the interface and thermal expansion mismatch, the
cracks are easy to initiate at the graphite tip, and propagate along
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Fig. 12. Temperature curve of 10 cycles during the first experiment.

Fig. 13. Surface crack after 4500 cycles of the first experiment: (a) with oxide layer; (b) without oxide layer.

Fig. 14. Temperature curve of 10 cycles during the second experiment.
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Fig. 15. Images of thermal cracks initiation process of CGI material. (a) Before tests; (b) after 100 cycles; (c) after 1000 cycles.

the graphite phases normal to applied stress [6,26]. Under the
repeated loading of tensile stresses and compressive stresses generated in the thermal cycle, the graphite phases strip from the
interface gradually. After 1000 cycles, several microcracks grow
up and coalesce together to connect the adjacent graphite, forming
macro cracks, which are highlighted in Fig. 15(c). Owe to the cooling improvement, the experiment period for crack formation is
shorter than the former example.
From the above experiment results, it is seemed that the proposed method is possible to cause thermal fatigue on the specimen
surface. It can be extended into other scientific fields, such as thermomechanical fatigue properties of heated parts in the macro
scale, as well as analysis of defects evolution mechanism during
thermal fatigue in the micro scale. Many kinds of metal materials,
such as steel, superalloy, TBC system, etc., can be covered by the
developed approach, and the same is for non-metallic materials,
like advanced ceramics, thin films and so on. In addition to engine
components, the experimental method can be applied to the aerospace, power systems, rail transport, advanced manufacturing and
other areas suffering from thermal fatigue failures.

4. Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel thermal fatigue approach using millisecond pulsed laser heating, based on the thermal-mechanical
effect of laser-material interaction, and the practical working conditions of engine components. Temperature cycle in complex form
and transient response can be produced, causing thermal fatigue
damage. A parameter selection principle of compacted graphite
iron working under engine conditions is obtained. It is recommended to choose low pulse repetition rate (1–3 Hz) and high pulse
energy (more than 10 J) for a relatively small temperature range of
20–50 °C, and the combination of high pulse repetition rate (more
than 10 Hz) and low pulse energy (5–10 J) is better for a large
temperature change of 100–300 °C. Two experiments of
temperature-controlled mode and time-controlled mode respectively, are presented as typical application examples. It is proved
that the proposed approach is able to induce controllable thermal
loads and produce fatigue cracks by cyclic heating and cooling.
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